
VEGETABLES
Asparagus: With Peru winding down fast and Mexico starting in 
a very light way the market and availability has been very active. 
The market has been very tight and will continue to be that way 
for the next couple of weeks until shippers in Mexico start to get 
more volume.

Broccoli: Broccoli 14’s and crowns will increase for next week. 
Supply has suffered for the colder weather and rain last week in 
the desert. Product is very tight, and we are being prorated at 
loading. Recommended to not promote!

Cabbage: We are currently loading product in Texas. Markets 
remain high. Volume is projected to increase in the coming weeks 
which should bring some relief.

Cauliflower: Cauliflower market will increase for next week. We 
are now loading out of Yuma, AZ. Due to colder day and night time 
temperatures causing harvest delays, cauliflower has been very 
tight, and we are being prorated at loading. We are having to load 
from several vendors to cover our needs. Recommended not to 

promote.

Celery: Sleeved celery and the celery heart market will increase 
for next week. Supply is tight, and we have received prorates at 
loading. The cooler weather is slowing the growth of celery. This is 
limiting how good the harvest is every day. Recommended not to 
promote.

Cooking Greens: We are now loading in Texas and California. 
Markets high as southern growing regions have experienced too 
much rain and cool temperatures. Supplies are slowly starting to 
improve.

Corn: Florida is harvesting with markets steady as promotable 
volume is available. Florida is forecast to have cooler weather. We 
do not anticipate freeze damage but expect the cooler weather to 
slow product growth.

Cucumbers: We are now loading in Nogales, Arizona. Quality has 
been excellent! Markets have increased slightly as harvest vol-
ume is down due to cooler than normal temperatures in growing 
regions.

Green Beans: Markets are stable. Florida is forecast to have 
cooler weather. We do not anticipate freeze damage but expect 
the cooler weather to slow product growth.
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Green Bell Peppers: We are currently loading in Nogales. Quality 
is excellent. Markets have increased slightly as harvest volume is 
down due to cooler than normal temperatures in growing regions.

Green Onions: Green onion market price will increase for next 
week. Supply is tight right now. We are seeing some quality 
issues due to rain in Mexico and sizing issue that are typical for 
this time. We are having to load from multiple vendors as we are 
getting prorated daily. Recommended to not promote.

Green/Red Leaf Lettuce: Green leaf and red leaf market will 
increase for next week. Quality may suffer as we are being warned 
from all vendors that there may be signs of epidermal peeling 
from the colder temperatures on all leaf items.  Recommended to 
promote!

Hard Squash: We are now loading in Nogales, Arizona. Quality is 
excellent. Markets are stable.

Iceberg Lettuce: Iceberg market will increase for next week.  
Supply is tight right now and we are seeing prorates at loading. 
We are being warned from all vendors that there may be signs of 
epidermal peeling from the colder temperatures on all leaf items. 
Where are now loading out of Yuma, AZ. Recommended to not 
promote!

ONIONS: 
At this point in time, onion demand is very strong. Exports to 
Taiwan, Japan and other countries are driving heavy demand out 
of the Pacific Northwest. This demand, in addition to question-
able onion quality from eastern growing regions have pushed the 
onion market considerably this week. One month ago, shippers 
in the northwest felt long in supplies and are now feeling more 
comfortable about getting through their 2018 crop within a rea-
sonable time frame. Growers from Mexico will be bringing their 
crops to market within a month. Until then, prices are expected 
to increase. Expect large increases on white onions as whites are 
extremely limited. Quality of NW onions remains excellent.

Sweet Onions: Our new NW Sunion (“tearless” branded sweets) 
Sweet Onion program is underway, and we also have NW Heaven-
ly Sweets.
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POTATOES: 
Russets: The russet potato market has seen minimal change. 
There are limited shippers in Wisconsin, decreasing the amount of 
Wisconsin russet potatoes available and increasing prices. Other-
wise, the russet potato market is very stable, with the only change 
being larger sized cartons of russet potatoes; 80-count and larger 
cartons have become very tight.

Reds: Ample supplies are expected through April, pending stora-
bility. Markets are steady but watch for increases on B’s as they 
are becoming more limited in most regions. Quality red local red 
potatoes are available and promotable.

Golds: Pricing is tracking slightly higher, but we still have good 
availability on Golds from both WI and the Red River Valley (ND/
MN). Gold Promotions should be considered as quality is good and 
pricing makes them promotable.

Red, Yellow, Orange Peppers: We are currently loading Mexican 
product. Markets are declining slightly as more growers are start-
ing to harvest.

Romaine Lettuce: Romaine 24ct will remain steady and 12/3 
romaine heart market will decrease for next week. Supply is good 
right now. We are being warned from all vendors that there may be 
signs of epidermal peeling from the colder temperatures on all leaf 
items. Recommended to promote!

Snap/Sugar Peas: Snow Peas – Product from Guatemala, excellent 
quality. Sugar Snap Peas – Product from Guatemala, excellent 
quality.

Sweet Mini Peppers: Supplies are improving, and markets are 
declining. Promotable volume is now available.

Sweet Potatoes: Pricing will continue to climb due to lack of sup-
ply following losses in North Carolina due to excess rain at harvest 
time. We are sourcing quality sweets out of Louisiana / Mississippi 
and while pricing has pushed up, sweets remain an item you can 
promote with confidence.

Variety Peppers: As distributors, we have been over these cra-
zy markets for a long time but they continue to be messed up. 
Continued rain and freezing temperatures in Mexico have been 
the biggest issue and affect us now, but also affect the plantings 
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in the nursery and in the fields for what is to come, so this could 
continue. Furthermore, now there is a fuel issue south of the 
border. Apparently fuel has been getting stolen from Pemex right 
out of the pipelines! The new Mexican President is a no nonsense 
guy and runs a very lean machine and is working diligently to get 
to the bottom of this. Most politicians down there don’t care for 
as they are notorious for stealing for their own personal gains and 
now there is a new sheriff in town! To try and figure out where the 
fuel is being taken, they have been closing huge corridors of the 
pipeline and watching the #s. This morning we have just heard 
reports that they are completely closing parts of the pipeline and 
now moving the fuel in trucks. Needless to say, this severely slows 
down the ability to move product around and farming as well. Oh, 
did you hear about our partial government shutdown?!! Yeah, 
so that also adds to things as there are not full-staffed border 
crossings to scan and process trucks at a normal rate. To say this 
is a perfect storm is beyond comprehension and has continued 
to mount. Just when we think it might get better something else 
comes along. Who would ever think that all these issues would 
converge at once?

Zucchini and Yellow Squash: We are currently loading in Nogales, 
this is where we are seeing the best quality. Markets are con-
tinuing to increase as harvest volume is down due to cooler than 
normal temperatures in growing regions.

VALUE ADDED
DOLE: 
Iceberg: Great supply and good quality, but starting to see slight 
pinking.
Romaine Lettuce: Great supply and good quality.
Conventional Spring Mix: Good supply and quality.
Red & Green Leaf Lettuce: Good supply and quality on both.
Conventional Spinach: Good supplies and good quality.

MANNS: 
Conventional and Organic Snap Peas: Supplies are expected 
to be short this week due to the cold weather in Mexico. We are 
hoping to fill to 70% of weekly averages this week. We are hoping 
to be in better supplies for next week.
Conventional and Organic Green Beans: Supplies are to be hit 

and miss due to the cold weather in Mexico. Green Bean order 
could be shorted this week. We are hoping to be better supplies 
for next week.
Broccolini: Due to packaging material shortage, 6/6oz product 
will not available until 1/21 load date.  

EARTHBOUND FARM: 
We continue to have production shortages across the board on all 
SKUs. The supply issues stems from, weather, labor issues and 
FDA/USDA border inspections. Weather: These items are grown 
in Mexico, and as with Yuma,  the Mexico growing regions has 
also had cooler weather.  Labor Issues: Most workers will take the 
whole week off and continue through January 1st. FDA/USDA in-
spections:  It seems with the Mexico start up, we are seeing more 
trucks being held up at the crossing.  We are not sure why, but we 
feel that once the Mexican programs get in full swing with more 
trucks crossing, there will be less inspections.
Romaine Hearts: Heavy volumes are projected to continue for the 
next 3 weeks. Growing Regions: Imperial Valley, Yuma & Mexico

FRUIT
Apples: We are now into Canadian h]Honeycrisp, and we will have 
local McIntosh available through the end of the month.

Avocados: The industry has returned to normal supply levels. 
Market price is slightly increasing with promotable volume.

Blackberries: Conventional blackberry supply will hold steady for 
next week. Cool weather in central Mexico and Baja is affecting 
fruit maturity and causing original projections to be reduced. 
However, current demand is very light so the overall supply situ-
ation varies by shipper. Some shippers are slightly increasing in 
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market price for next week whereas others are decreasing for next 
week. Organic supply should remain average and market price 
will hold steady for next week.

Blueberries: Conventional blueberry supply continues to up-
trend as Chilean fruit nears its peak. The conventional market 
will decrease for next week. Organic supply remains good and 
market price will decrease for next week.

Cantaloupe / Honeydew: As the cantaloupe market seems to 
ease a bit honeydews are still very tight. Expect this to last 
through the end of the month before there is any relief in sight.

CITRUS: 
Navels: New Crop Navels are still peaking small. 72ct and larger 
continue to be tough to come by.
Halos: As of Friday we have decided to pull the plug on Halo’s 
for the next couple of weeks. Halos will also be pulling the plug 
on packing product this week due to quality. As you have seen, 
there have been some quality concerns in the fruit from clear rot 
to zipper skin. The information we have gathered suggests that 
all California shippers are experiencing this issue. The reports we 
have received on import clementines have shown us that this is 
currently the best product available. After this week, we will be 
transitioning to imports until roughly the end of the month when 
Halos starts their new crop tangos.
Grapefruit: Texas sizing is also peaking small. 32ct and larger 
will be hard to come by, however, look for bagged opportunities.
Sumos: Will start around January first.
Sky Valley: The fruit will be small, and we expect bulk oranges to 
be limited.
Bloods: Are available.
Minneolas: Should start next week. The fruit is mixed as to siz-
ing. Should have a reasonable amount of 80s, with plenty of bag 
opportunity.

GRAPES: 
Green: Markets here have continuously risen. I simply don’t see 
this market changing in the near term. The new varieties have 
also produced larger sizes, so trying to get a large grape covered 
has been difficult especially since this was the size that most ear-
ly price commitments were given to. Promotions on green grapes 

in January should be pulled and put to the side, until we get a 
better feel for the southern regions volumes and expectations.  
Please use green grapes for regular business only. The good news 
is quality. Green grape quality has been excellent. Peru continues 
to do a great job and the few arrivals from Chile have also been 
great.
Red: We are seeing about 4 million boxes less of flame varieties.  
This is starting to have an impact on volumes especially on M/L 
sizing and to some extent large sizing. We have to start getting 
our heads around this phenomenon. The pricing history and 
quality outputs on flames has been a real burden to the growers.  
Small sizing and an overwhelming supply has done nothing to in-
spire more plantings. New varieties with better sizing and eating 
quality has raised prices in the short term. The down side, if there 
is any, is that it takes three years for the real volumes to kick in 
and provide us with enough fruit to supply a continent. Hopefully 
as we continue to move in this direction, shipping schedules will 
be reevaluated and reasonable pricing from the start will make 
for a smoother transition from domestic supply into imports. We 
will start seeing this market catch up to the green market.
Black: Chile sends their big volumes towards the end of January, 
beginning of February. Promotions in the first week of February, 
we think, will be okay. We are asking the growers to send us more 
of this volume if possible. We are experiencing good demand for 
black grapes as the sizing and condition with high sugars has 
made repeat purchases a reality.
Red Globes: This market is probably the only true steady market 
we have right now. Quality from Peru has been excellent, albeit on 
the dark side as is typical from Peru. We are seeing mostly XL and 
jumbo size grapes here and a steady revolver of orders.  Please 
don’t forget about this variety as it can still add value to your 
sales portfolio.

Kiwi: Great supply and good quality. New Zealand finished for the 
season. New arrivals of Italian Kiwifruit for the season.

Limes: Lime markets are stable, and pricing is promotable. Over 
the next three weeks we expect supplies to tighten and markets 
to rise.

 
Mangoes: The last mango containers from Ecuador are in the 
water and volume continues to decrease as we head into the new 
year.  First arrivals from Peru have arrived and they look great.  
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Variety is Kent’s not Tommy’s.  We expect Ecuador to finish up 
within the next two weeks.  Peru volume will continue to increase 
as we head into January with anticipated good supplies in 
February.  Peak sizing will be 9/10ct followed by 8cts with limited 
volume on 12cts and smaller.  I anticipate the market to stay 
where it is at today and as volume starts picking up will most like 
see price decrease a bit.  February market should be similar to 
where the market is at today.

Pears: Bartlett pears are winding down for the season out of 
Washington. We should have Washington for the next couple 
weeks. We should see import bartletts available around the first 
part of February.

Pineapple: Supplies will steady for the foreseeable future.

Raspberries: Conventional raspberry supply will hold steady in 
to next week. Cool weather in growing regions continues to keep 
volumes lower than expected.  However, demand should be lighter 
moving forward in the wake of the Holidays. Market price will hold 
steady for next week. Organics will also remain tight due to the 
same factors as conventional. Market price will hold steady for 
next week.

Stone Fruit: Peaches, plums and nectarines are moving out of 
inventories at a furious rate. Initial volumes are not staying long 
in the warehouses as sizing and quality are good. Nectarines 
remain somewhat snug as we are awaiting arrivals to full orders.  
Light arrivals until 1/22 or so will remain constant but should 
start to see better sizing and availability towards the first week 
of February.  Peaches are always in better supply early then they 
make way for nectarines and become lighter. Promotions on black 
plums beginning the first two weeks in February are a good bet.

Strawberries: Strawberry supply remains average but is ex-
pected to tighten up as we move in to next week. Florida is still 
recovering from heavy rainfall and thunderstorms in December. 
In addition, freezing overnight temperatures are currently being 
forecasted for the coming weekend. If this occurs, Florida will 
experience even more set-backs. California is experiencing cool 
weather/frost and occasional rainfall. An additional 2” of rainfall 
along with thunderstorms and high winds are being forecasted 
for the CA growing regions. Most CA fruit is being kept within the 

state due to rain/frost related quality issues. Central Mexico is 
also experiencing rainfall with more in the forecast for the coming 
weekend. Central Mexico shippers are stating for the next 7 to 10 
days, yields are expected to be 50% of their original projections. 
Market price will increase for next week. Organic supply remains 
very tight due to the same conventional factors mentioned above. 
The organic market will slightly decrease for next week. The use 
of non-standard organic labels may be necessary for best order 
fulfillment.

TOMATOES: 
Roma: Markets are steady. As product availability in Florida and 
Mexico are good. Quality is very good.
Grape/Cherry: We are currently loading in Florida and Mexico. 
Markets have declined. It’s a great time to promote!
On the Vine: We are currently loading Mexican grown product. 
Markets are on the rise.
Beefsteak: We are currently loading Mexican grown product. 
Markets are high but stable.

WATERMELON: 
Imports from Guatemala are way down putting more demand on 
Mexican supply. The Mexican supply is essentially flat compared 
to last season, but with the lack of fruit hitting from Guatemala 
we are seeing more pressure on the Mexican fruit. Mexican fruit 
cannot make up for the lack of Product from Guatemala. We are 
seeing very little fruit available and high open market pricing.  
This is not projected to change for the next three weeks until more 
fruit starts coming in to try and fill the pipeline.
Mini Seedless: Markets are increasing as the watermelon markets 
are unstable and supply is inconsistent.

ORGANIC
New Items: 
49543 - 12/2# Organic Local Carrots
Up Next: Organic Minneolas, Blood Oranges and Murcott Manda-
rins in 2 or so weeks

Organic Asparagus: We are back into organic asparagus. Should 
be solid availability in a couple weeks.
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Organic Blueberries: Plenty of organic blueberries coming out of 
Argentina Talk to your sales rep if you need to set up any promos 
for the rest of the month.

Organic Celery: Cold freezing weather has greatly constrained 
celery supplies coming out of Mexico. We have a slow trickle 
coming in, but are not able to meet demand. Expect tight supply 
for the next couple of weeks.

Organic Cilantro: Cilantro as also affected by the cold weather.  
Things are very limited this week, and we are trying to get all we 
can, but it will not be enough. Expect shortages.

Organic Citrus: organic satsumas are done for the season, we 
have a few bags still coming in. Clementine season has gone lon-
ger than expected, hopefully we can have a seamless transition 
between clementines and murcotts.

Organic Cranberries: Dry harvested cranberries from Ruesch 
Century Farm are all gone. Look for them in October.

Organic Grapes: Organic red grapes out of California are done for 
the season.  After tonight the import green grapes will be all gone.  
That is it for the season on seedless red and green until Mexico 
starts up in May.

Organic Mangoes: We have Peruvian fair trade kent mangoes.

Organic Pomegranates: California is done for the season, so we 
will be out until next fall.

Organic Romaine: All organic romaine items are back, with bulk 
romaine harvested Coachella/Imperial, CA.

Organic Strawberries: We have a steady supply of Mexican straw-
berries from EBF.
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